The 20th Annual ICA Mobile Pre-Conference

Keeping it Real After 20 Years:
Reclaiming Mobile Communication Scholarship in a Phone-Less Future

Local Host:
Institute of Communication, Culture, Information and Technology and Victoria College, U of Toronto

Local Liaison:
Dr. Jeffrey Boase

Date:
24 May 2023

Location:
University of Toronto, Emmanuel College
75 Queen's Park Cres E, Toronto, ON M5S 1K7
https://goo.gl/maps/pzgDLgk6fmK9bDj98St.

PROGRAM

09.30 - 10.15 am (Room EM-119): Keynote lecture

Social Complexity and the Digital Bind
Prof. Dr. Jeffrey Boase

10.15-10.45 am: Coffee Break

10.45 – 11.45 am: Workshops

- Room EM-119: Using the Phone-Less Pasts to Understand the Phone-Less Futures.
  Didem Özkul, Jordan Frith, Lee Humphreys

  Michal Frackowiak, Janneke Schokkenbroek, Aurelio Fernandez

11.45 am – 12.00 pm: Short Break

12.00 – 01.00 pm: Workshops

  Sara Van Bruyssel, Tom De Leyen, Lia Uy-Tioco, Didem Özkul, Lorenzo Dalvit, Bert Verhulst, Will Marler, Katja de Neergaard

- Room EM-302: Considering Ethical Challenges: Preparing mobile communication research for a phoneless but ethically sound future.
  Malin Fecke, Eva-Maria Roehse
01.00 – 02.00 pm: Lunch

02.00 – 03.00 pm: Workshops

- Room EM-119: **Using Smartphones as a Lens to Look Inside Older Adults’ Everyday Life: From theories to empirical frescoes.**
  Leopoldina Fortunati, Manuela Farinosi, Sakari Taipale, Jane Vincent, Meireia Fernandez-Ardevol, Loredana Ivan

- Room EM-302: **Searching for Authenticity in our Methods: The opportunities and issues in using novel mobile communication methods.**
  Andrew Yee, Jeffrey Boase, Kyle Gaeveren, David de Segovia, Jakob Ohme, Ellie Yang, Mariek Vanden Abeele

03.00 – 03.30 pm: Coffee Break

03.30 – 04.30 pm: Workshops

- Room EM-119: **Anxiety Over Authenticity: Seeking genuine personal experiences and well-being via mobile media.**
  Doug Parry, Bhakti Sharma, Kathryn Dolores Coduto; Delia Balaban, Benjamin Johnson

- Room EM-302: **Mobile Networked Creativity: Engagements beyond smartphones.**
  Adriana de Souza e Silva, Scott Campbell, Mai Xiong-Gum, Ragan Glover-Rijkse, Khawar Latif Khan, Larissa Hjorth

04.30 – 05.00 pm: Closing Address
Scott Campbell

06.00 pm: Reception and Social Event

**Cheff’s Hall**
111 Richmond St W, Toronto, ON M5H 2G4
(click [here](#) for directions)

The 20th ICA Mobile Pre-conference is organized by Morgan Quinn Ross, Scott Campbell (head of the proposal review committee), Cecilia Uy-Tioco, Mariek Vanden Abeele (chair), Adriana de Souza e Silva (co-chair) and Jeffrey Boase (local liaison).

The organization wishes to thank the sponsors of the pre-conference for their contributions: